
Geometric Layout



Choose a 
geometric 
background 
to use a 
template 

edit> copy



Open a new 
letter sized file 
in photoshop



edit> paste



Edit > free 
Transform 

Scale and 
place it so 
that you 
have an 
appealing 
layout



Press enter when 
happy



Choose your 
color palette

Image> adj> 
gradient map



Click on the 
gradient

Choose and 
adjust the 
gradient 
scale until 
you like the 
background 
image 



Ok now save 
your graphic 

As a jpeg



Create a new 
folder for this 
project… i 
promise it will 
be helpful



Open 

INDESIGN

Create a 
blank 
document 
that is the 
size of 
letter ie 
same as 
photoshop



File> place



Find the 
graphic 
layout , 
the jpg 
and 
open



Make sure it's 
in the right 
spot.

Lock the layer

Add a new 
layer



Take the Pen 
tool

And trace 
one of the 
shapes with 
an outline 
and color that 
is close to 
the template 
bellow



Trace another 
shape

Decide whether 
u want this 
shape on top or 
below and drag 
it in order



Continue to 
trace all the 
shapes or 90 
percent 



Ok now 
it's time to 
compile 
your 
images 
according 
to your 
theme

 Make sure 
to save all 
images to 
your new 
folder



Make 
sure to 
get a 
variety 
of 
images



Using your 
selection 
tool select 
your main 
shape



Now while the shape 
is selected

File > place



Choose the 
photo that is 
going to be 
your main or 
DOMINANT 
image



Move the 
image inside of 
the until you 
like what you 
see

By using the 
white selection 
too you can 
scale the 
image and 
move it around 
inside that 
shape



Continue to 
add all 
your 
images.. 
You do not 
need to fill 
all shapes 
but the 
objective is 
to do most,  



Ok so this looks BUSY!! 
Which is no bueno in ad 
design.. So lets calm it 
down with unifying colors 
Choose a color that 
will be your main 
color and then have 
a accent color ie the 
complimentary color 

To edit these photos, 
right click on the 
photo and choose

Edit with> photoshop



The image will 
open in 
photoshop

Now use 

image> adj> 
any that help



Adjust colors so that your 
chosen main color comes 
through! 

Feel free to use any filters 
you want.. But remember 
its about toning down your 
overall piece and directing 
your viewers eye

Mine is blue



Ok when your 
happy 

File > save

This will update 
your indesign 
file



Ok choose another 
photo and edit it in 
photoshop to choose 
the color





Ok now choose your 
shapes and apply some 
effects

Object> effects> drop 
shadow



Ok now lock 
up all your 
layers  and 
add a new 
layer that we 
will use for 
TEXT





Ok now 
choose your 
pen tool…. 

On this new 
layer create a 
path to which 
you will be 
typing on 



Click 
and hold 
the text 
tool to 
reveil 
and 
choose 
the 
Type on 
a path 
tool



Click on the 
path and 
begin typing

Create a Main 
“headline “ 

And a sub or 
slogan 
phrase… 



Apply any 
effect to help 
your works 
stand out



Your done!

File Export as> pdf! 


